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Recommendation:
That the Committee receive the report of the General Manager, Planning and
Development and the Fire Chief entitled "Proposed Interface Wildfire Mitigation
Strategies" dated October 16, 2012, for information and feedback.
Purpose:
This report identifies proposed interface wildfire mitigation strategies and
potential policies that could implementthese strategies within the Partington
Creek neighbourhood and other new developments in Northeast Coquitlam.
Strategic Goal:
An Interface Wildfire Mitigation Strategy helps "Strengthen Neighbourhoods"
by reducing the risk of interface fires in specific neighbourhoods.
Executive Summary:
New urban development occurring in north-east Coquitlam, including along the
north boundary of the Partington Creek Neighbourhood Plan (PCNP) area, will
be directly adjacent to forested areas that present a potential risk of interface
wildfires. The consequences of an interface wildfire in Coquitlam have been
identified as'moderate to high', based on the values at risk (urban
development), population size, and environmental considerations. However,
given the differing climate and lower wildfire probability/intensity relative to
the Okanagan, any interface wildfire mitigation strategies for Coquitlam need
to reflect this reality and be applied accordingly.
Based on this context, staff propose high-level interface wildfire mitigation
strategies for use in forest edge areas in Coquitlam, including an enhanced
communication plan (Strategy A), FireSmart community design guidelines
(Strategy B), building material requirements (Strategy C), and vegetation
management (Strategy D), as well as potential policies that could implement
these strategies. Following Council feedback, staff will consult with the
development industry, the BC Forest Service and the public and utilize this
feedback to develop/refine specific policies for use in the Partington Creek
Neighbourhood Plan and potentially other developments in northeast
Coquitlam.
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Background:
Interface wildfires occur at the 'interface' between urban and forested areas,
and involve wildfires spreading into urban areas or structural fires spreading
into the forest. Interface wildfires cause damage through flame contact, heat
radiation and/or 'spotting' (structural fires started by airborne wildfire embers).
In drier climates with higher wildfire frequencies and intensities, interface
wildfires have resulted in the destruction of hundreds of dwellings and required
mass evacuations. While the risk of interface wildfires in Coquitlam is lower
than more fire-prone areas such as the Okanagan, if wildfires occur near the
edges of urban areas (such as those in Northeast Coquitlam), there is a risk that
these wildfires could become interface events and cause property damage.
However, given the differing climate and lower wildfire probability/intensity
relative to the Okanagan, any interface wildfire mitigation strategies for
Coquitlam need to reflect this reality and be strategically and pragmatically
applied.
Coquitlam's Interface Wildfire Risk
In 2007 B.A. Blackwell and Associates assessed interface wildfire risks for nine
Metro Vancouver municipalities, including Coquitlam, and developed the
Community Wildfire Protection Plan (or 'Blackwell report', see Attachment l for
the Executive Summary). The Blackwell report, which was presented to Council
at that time, indicated that while the probability of a local wildfire is lower than
other areas, there is a'moderate'risk of interface wildfires in Coquitlam.
Despite a moderate risk, the Blackwell report identifies the consequences of an
interface wildfire in Coquitlam as 'moderate to high', based on the values at risk
(urban development), population size, and environmental considerations.
Furthermore, some of the new urban development along the north boundary of
the Partington Creek Neighbourhood Plan (PCNP) area will be directly adjacent
to forested areas that present a potential risk of interface wildfires.
At the June 18, 2012 Council meeting. Council directed staff to integrate
interface wildfire mitigation strategies into the PCNP (see the June 18*^ 2012
'Partington Creek Neighbourhood Plan Update' report to Council for details).
The purpose of this report is to identify for Council's consideration several highlevel interface wildfire mitigation strategies for use in Coquitlam, and highlight
potential policy directions of how these strategies could be implemented
through the PCNP and in other areas of Northeast Coquitlam.
Discussion/Analysis:
Adoption of FireSmart Standards Recommended
Based on the potential for interface wildfires in Coquitlam, the Blackwell report
recommended adoption of'FireSmart' standards, which are building
construction, design and landscaping approaches that developers, builders,
homeowners and communities can use to reduce the risk of property damage
from interface wildfires. These standards are summarized in the 'Homeowners
FireSmart Manual' (Attachment 2), produced by the BC Forest Service.
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Adoption of FireSmart Standards Recommended cont'd/
Coquitlam Fire/Rescue presented the Blackwell report to Council in 2007, and
was directed to implement the report recommendations. In response Fire/
Rescue purchased additional sprinkler equipment, provided advanced training
for municipal firefighters, developed neighbourhood evacuation plans, posted
'Fire Danger' signs in highly-visible locations, and developed a brochure that
details 'FireSmart' building approaches for homebuilders (Attachment 3). While
these measures represent a major step forward in mitigating interface wildfire
risk in Coquitlam, additional interface wildfire mitigation actions should be
explored and implemented to help safeguard new development that will occur
along the City's forested edge, in the PCNP and other areas, over the next 20
years. These actions should reflect the unique characteristics of Coquitlam's
neighbourhoods and 'best practices' from other BC municipalities, but are also
reasonable and appropriate given the lower level of risk relative to other areas.
Interface Wildfire Mitigation in Other Municipalities
Several BC municipalities mitigate interface wildfire risks through review/
approval processes development, and provide examples of policies that could be
considered for Coquitlam:
•
the Kelowna Official Community Plan (OCP) identifies 'hazard' lands, where
Development Permit Guidelines and lot-specific wildfire covenants require
'FireSmart' non-flammable building materials and landscaping;
•
Pitt Meadows defines wildfire hazard areas and have Development Permit
Guidelines that require FireSmart approaches;
•
Port Moody requires non-flammable building materials, on a case-by-case
basis, through the development process, and has acquired a 'mobile
structure protection unit' for responding to interface wildfire events; and
•
North Vancouver District and Maple Ridge are currently developing
Development Permit Guidelines and defining wildfire hazard areas.
Kelowna also allows for an alternative approach where building material and
landscaping requirements can be relaxed. This approach requires a developer to
retain a qualified consultant to assess interface wildfire risk for a specific
development and recommend an appropriate response based on site conditions.
Proposed Interface Wildfire Mitigation Strategies
A range of strategies and associated policies can be applied to mitigate interface
wildfire risk in Coquitlam, including informational, design-oriented, regulatory
and/or ongoing management practices. These strategies/policies should also be
flexible and tailored to reflect the characteristics of specific interface areas.
After discussion and reviewof options with Fire/Rescue, Building Permits,
Development Planning and Environmental Services, staff propose four interface
wildfire mitigation strategies and associated policies for Council's consideration.
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Proposed Interface Wildfire Mitigation Strategies cont'd/
Strategy A: Enhance Existing Communication Plan
Building on Fire/Rescue's brochure (Attachment 3), an enhanced Interface
Wildfire Communication Plan can be used to inform residents and developers of
local interface wildfire risks and appropriate Fire Smart responses, this could
include information about wildfire behavior, fire danger, home protection
measures, building/landscape design and vegetation management guidelines,
emergency evacuation routes and tips to reduce human-caused fires.
This Strategy could be implemented through distributing the above information
via the City's website, brochures, newsletters and neighbourhood public
information meetings.
Additionally the following policy ideas, applying to interface areas within
Partington Creek and other north-east Coquitlam urban areas, could also be
used to implement this strategy:
•
Work with the development industry to provide 'welcome packages' for
new residents that include information about interface wildfire risks and
Firemart approaches to mitigate these risks;
•
Ensure new fireball facilities include signage for communicating fire
danger and fire restriction information;
•
Develop neighbourhood evacuation plans; and
•
Conduct public information initiatives that communicate interface wildfire
risk, evacuation plans and FireSmart approaches.
Implementing this strategy will require staff time, costs and resources to
produce printed and web-based materials and hold public information sessions.
Strategy B: Develop FireSmart Neighbourhood Design Guidelines
FireSmart neighbourhood design guidelines (i.e., street and block pattern,
associated land uses and lot arrangements) emphasize creating natural fire
breaks, along long-term urban-forest interface boundaries, through locating
open spaces, roads, lanes, large rear yards and trails between homes and the
forest. These can also provide firefighter access, facilitate vegetation removal
(i.e., deadfall), locate additional fire hydrants, and create wildlife corridors.
The rezoning/subdivision review process can be used to ensure that road
networks provide emergency access and evacuation options, and that
development along fixed, long-term interface boundaries involves larger lots
and larger building setbacks from flammable vegetation (ie. coniferous trees).
Using FireSmart guidelines in the planning, design and subdivision of new
neighbourhoods in northeast Coquitlam can help mitigate interface fire risks.
Applying to fixed 'interface areas', located along the northern boundary of the
Partington Creek neighbourhood (Attachment 4) and other future long-term
urban-forest boundaries, and where there are concentrations of coniferous
vegetation and ground fuels (deadfall, grasses and shrubbery) along these
boundaries, these policies could be used to implement this strategy:
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Strategy B: Develop FireSmart Neighbourhood Design Guidelines cont'd/
Ensure that road and lot layouts allow for 'two ways in and out' emergency
access and evacuation routes;
Pursue opportunities to provide larger setbacks between buildings and
forested areas;
Require new vegetation in yards between buildings and forested areas, to
be non-flammable (deciduous trees and shrubbery), adequately spaced
(trees located 3 to 6 metres apart) and not overhanging building roofs;
Encourage the use of sprinkler irrigation systems in yards between
buildings and forested areas; and.
Work with developers to remove existing flammable vegetation, between
new buildings and forested edges, subject to environmental/riparian area
requirements and prior to occupancy.
The above policies could be applied through the use of an interface wildfire
hazard Development Permit Area (DPA), identified as a defined corridor/area
located along a long-term, fixed interface boundary (ie. the northern boundary
of the Partington Creek neighbourhood). Restrictive covenants, requiring
specific landscaping/vegetation types and locations, could also be used for yards
directly adjacent to interface boundaries.
Staff also note another approach for applying these policies could involve using
consultants to provide FireSmart recommendations (similar to Kelowna),
regarding appropriate building materials and site design/landscaping, that
respond to interface conditions along specific development site boundaries.
Strategy C: Develop Interface Building Material Requirements
Another strategy for reducing the risk of property damage from interface
wildfires involves the use of limited/non-combustible roofing materials (Class
'A' or 'B'), to protect buildings from airborne ember damage, and exterior siding
and construction that protects buildings from radiation/flame contact damage.
Applyingtofixed 'interface areas' located along the northern boundary of the
Partington Creek neighbourhood area and other future long-term urban-forest
boundaries, and where there are concentrations of coniferous vegetation and
ground fuels (deadfall, grasses and shrubbery) along these boundaries, these
policies could be used to implement this strategy:
•

•

For buildings directly adjacent to interface boundaries:
o

require Class'A'asphalt roofing as a minimum standard; and

o

require non-combustible siding (i.e., hardiplank) on building facades
that directly face interface areas;

o

require heavy timber construction, fire-retardant treated materials and
non-flammable railings for decks that directly face interface areas.

For buildings nearby interface boundaries (but not directly adjacent) that
may be affected by airborne embers, require Class 'B' asphalt roofing as a
minimum standard.
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Strategy C: Develop Interface Building Material Requirements cont' d/
This last policy could be applied to an area within 200 metres of a fixed, longterm interface boundary. This is based on fire behaviour research (from the
Canadian Forest Service and the University of Alberta), regarding wildfire
spotting distances, that identifies the occurrence of spotting (and spot fires)
within 200 metres of a wildfire as being 'common'. Staff w i l l undertake further
research and consultation to determine whether or not this is the appropriate
area in which a minimum of Class 'B' roofing materials should be required.
In terms of potential costs, nori-combustible siding such as hardiplank ($910/sq.ft.) is about double the cost of vinyl siding {$3-5/sq.ft.). Class 'A' and 'B'
non-combustible asphalt shingles ($3-4/sq.ft), are typically 25% to 33% more
costly than lower-rated Class ' C conventional asphalt shingles ($2-3/sq.ft).
Staff also note there has been a noticeable trend in the past few years towards
increased use of Class 'B' roofing materials for new developments throughout
north-east Coquitlam. Many developments have also incorporated 'duroid'
shingles (Class A) and hardiplank siding. Overall the use of non-combustible
siding and roofing could result in increased development costs, and staff will
consult with developers regarding the cost implications of these materials.
As with Strategy B, these policies could be applied through a DPA, located along
a long-term, fixed interface boundary (i.e. the northern boundary of Partington
Creek). Restrictive covenants and consultants could also be used. Using a
defined DPA clearly identifies where these policies might apply, relative to the
rest of the neighbourhood, and limits potential increased building costs^to
defined areas along interface boundaries.
Development Planning and Building Permits staff have advised that the
implementation of building restrictions in interface areas represents a modest
increase in staff time for processing development-related applications and
administering new requirements.
Strategy D: Pursue Interface Vegetation (Fuel) Management
Vegetation or 'fuel' management can significantly reduce interface wildfire
risks, by reducing the severity and intensity of wildfires. This involves removing
all vegetation along urban/forest interface boundaries to create fire breaks, or
using a 'thinning' program to remove select coniferous trees (to ensure trees are
spaced further apart, which reduces fire intensity), branches and select
shrubbery ('ladder fuels') and deadfall. Thinning is preferable as it retains the
visual appeal of forest areas adjacent to urban areas, while also reducing
potential fire intensity and minimizing interface wildfire risks.
In Northeast Coquitlam there are forested areas along the boundaries of
existing and future urban neighbourhoods, such as Partington Creek, that could
benefit from a thinning program. However, most of this forested area is
Provincially owned, and any policies implementing this strategy requires
cooperation with the BC Forest Service. Staff also note the Union of BC
Municipalities (UBCM) offers a funding and cost-sharing opportunity for fuel
management programs, which could be used to undertake thinning around
Partington Creek and other northeast neighbourhoods.
.
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Strategy D: Pursue Interface Vegetation (Fuel) Management cont'd/
A fuel management program would not include environmentally sensitive areas
and would require input from the Environmental Services division.
Staff propose to implement Strategy D by approaching the Provincial
Government's Wildfire Management Branch (BC Forest Service) to explore the
feasibility of a joint fuel management program on Provincial lands located north
of the PCNP area and other potential future interface areas.

Next Steps
Following Council's feedback on the above proposed strategies and potential
policies, staff will consult with the Urban Development Institute (UDI), the
Home Builder's Association, local developers the BC Forest Service and the
public. Staff will utilize feedback from this consultation to develop/refine
interface wildfire mitigation policies for the draft PCNP, which will then be
presented to Council for consideration in the near future.
It is also important to note that interface wildfire mitigation policies developed
for the draft PCNP could also be applied to other neighbourhoods in Northeast
Coquitlam. Staff seeks Council feedback and direction regarding the possibility
of applying these additional management policies to existing and future
Northeast Coquitlam neighbourhoods.
Financial Implications:
The proposed options set out in this report will likely result in increased costs
for the production of enhanced communications materials, and potentially
increased staff time to process development applications requiring FireSmart
building and design approaches.
Conclusion:
The consequences of an interface wildfire in Coquitlam have been assessed to
be moderate to high, due to values at risk (urban development), population size,
and environmental considerations. In response staff propose balanced and
appropriate high-level interface wildfire mitigation strategies for use in
Coquitlam, including an enhanced communication plan (Strategy A), FireSmart
community design guidelines (Strategy B), building material requirements
{Strategy C), and vegetation management (Strategy D), as well as potential
policies that could implementthese strategies. Following Council feedback,
staff will consult with the development industry, the BC Forest Service and the
public and utilize.this feedback to develop/refine specific interface wildfire
mitigation policies for use in the Partington Creek Neighbourhood Plan and
potentially other developments in northeast Coquitlam.

J.L MclrrtyreTS^CIPTRPP^
Tony^lDerlnjfonico
General Man^fger Planning and Development
f '\r^L]a^
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Attachments:
1. Executive Summary - Community Wildfire Protection Plan, B.A. Blackwell &
Associates Ltd. April 2007- Entire Plan available on the City's website at:
http://www.coquitlam.ca/Libraries/Community Planning Documents/Com
munityWildfireProtectionPlan.sflb.ashx
CommunityWildfireProtectionPlan.sflb.ashx (Doc# 1262844)
2. Homeowners FireSmart Manual - Province (Doc# 1246462)
3. Wildland/Urban Interface Guide - Fire/Rescue (Doc# 1246479)
4. Location Map - Partington Creek Neighbourhood Planning area and other
Northeast Coquitlam neighbourhoods

This report was prepared by Aubrey Jensen, Planner l and Carl Johannsen,
Manager Community Planning in cooperation with Fire/Rescue, and with input
from Building Permits, Development Planning, Environmental Services,
Engineering and Public Works and Properties and Lands.
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City of Coquitlam Community Wildfire Protection Plan

Executive Summary
B.A. Blackwell and Associates Ltd. were retained to develop Community Wildfire Protection
Plans for nine municipalities, including the City of Coquitlam, in consultation with the GVRD
and representatives of participating member municipalities. The project was funded by the
GVRD, participating municipalities and a supplementary grant from the Union of B.C.
Municipalities.
The key priorities for wildfire management planning in the City were identified as:
•

Hazard and risk mapping of the City to establish areas of the community that are at greatest
risk from fire;

•

Communication and education to local residents, all levels of government, and the general
public;

•

Review of the policy and planning tools available to improve structure protection within the
City;

•

Review of emergency response capability in terms of access in and out of the City and
available resources;

•

Training for Fire Department employees and volunteers;

•

Fuel management within and around the municipal boundary; and,

•

Post-fire rehabilitation.

A Wildfire Risk Management System (WRMS) was developed to identify key areas of risk
within the community and to support the development of the Plan. A synopsis of key findings
and plan recommendations follows. In total, 28 recommendations were developed for
consideration by the City.
The City of Coquitlam is centrally located in the Greater Vancouver Regional District, with the
Fraser River to the south, and the Coastal Mountains to the north. The City is bordered by the
municipalities of Anmore, Burnaby, New Westminster, Port Moody and Port Coquitlam. The
City's geographic location and natural attributes such as Burke Mountain, Pitt River and
Coquitlam River make Coquitlam an attractive place to live. The total land area of Coquitlam is
12,231 ha, of which 4,538 ha constitute Recreation and Protected Natural Areas, 3,035 ha are
Residential Lands, 1,661 ha are Open and Undeveloped lands, and 1,018 ha are Protected
Watershed lands. This region of the Province is susceptible to both lightning and human caused
fires. Overall, the community is classified as having a moderate risk profile, described by a
moderate to extreme fire probability and moderate to high consequence based on the values at
risk.

B.A. Blackwell & Associates Ltd.
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Manual

Protect your home from wildfire

You and your neighbours can reduce
the hazards of Wildfire by following
these simple preventative steps.
Take the FireSmart Assessment test!
Is your home"at risk?
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